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 Recognizing that deficiencies in critical nutrients throughout a child's early years can have
enormous effects on development and bodily functions, the book targets prevention and allergy
management during pregnancy, in the early weeks of life, and in early childhood.The tools and
methods this guide provides for analyzing and treating allergies in kids are adaptable to a
number of situations&#151;without ever losing sight of a child's nutritional requirements. The
unique allergen scale and the approaches for confronting the 10 most common allergens can
help parents balance their child's specific dietary needs while managing sensitive allergies to
food.
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Even more scientific then was helpful. I acquired it and immediately read the chapter regarding
eczema as I proceeded through an elimination diet plan for my breastfed baby. So far, the only
real drawback is that it's similar to a textbook in it's descriptions at times-I guess I need the
"Cliff's Notes. Wouldn't you understand it?Says she learned a lot . wheat can be a big reason
behind eczema as well. Possibly the author requirements to to push out a new addition
causeing this to be a better reference versus a cover to cover browse." I am an RD and should
have the ability to "digest" (pun intended) this information less difficult. The eczema chapter
failed to mention what the wheat chapter did; This is an elaborate subject, however...helpful I got
this book because We found a blogger mention it regarding eczema. I would like a book that
helps you personally offer with daily stuff having to do with food allergies in kids. Fantastic
resource I found this book really in depth, readable and follow. My baby son's eczema improved
after pursuing her eczema diet. He has food 'intolerances' incorrect allergies but this was a
fantastic resource. Four Stars Informative. Five Stars Great full of wonderful resources a must
have for parents with children with food allergies. Book - Coping with Food allergies in infants
and children great information, helps provide some direction in a variety of topics. Provides
insight on meals introduction to those babies with multiple allergies. Great Information I'm only
part way through this book, but I am very grateful for it's articles, which is well-researched,
thorough, and the only person of it's kind, as far as I know. The author obviously has plenty of
experience with this problem, both individually and professionally, therefore i trust her. It wasn't
until I got eliminated most of the big 8 allergens that I finally browse the wheat chapter. Baby
allergies are getting handled , For daughter in laws d/t grandbaby has reacted to numerous food
items . I would like a publication that helps you personally deal with day . I work with children
with food allergy symptoms and desire to be better outfitted to help them. I've suggested her
book to others, because Personally i think it is more up to date than Doris Rapp's works, but
maybe a simpler format would be better for lay parents (and some RD's!)
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